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SEPTEMBER 2016 - RELEASE NOTES

Adult ER Prevention Opportunity
ACTION   |  CONSUMER APPROACH TO ENGAGEMENT 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
• The Action module now has a new addressable opportunity with Adult Emergency Room (ER) Prevention

• While many ER visits may be necessary, there are a large number of ER visits that are avoidable or can be 

addressed with alternative options

• Action’s Adult ER Prevention opportunity delivers personalized recommendations that educate adults at high-

risk of an avoidable ER visit about the alternate program and support options available from their employer

INTRODUCTION/SUMMARY
Emergency departments play a critical role in our 

healthcare system, delivering care to individuals 

who need immediate medical attention. While 

many are familiar with the role of emergency 

rooms (ER), most don’t know the true cost. The 

median cost of a single ER visit is about $1,233 – 

approximately 40% more than an average month’s 

rent in the United States. (Source: PLOS ONE)

While many ER visits may be necessary, there 

are a large number of ER visits that are avoidable 

or can be addressed with alternative options. In 

the US, approximately 23% of all ER visits are 

avoidable. The leading reason for unnecessary 

ER visits is the doctor’s office was not open when 

they wanted to see a doctor.

Action’s Adult ER Prevention opportunity educates 

adults who are at high-risk of an avoidable ER 

visit about utilizing nurse call lines, onsite clinics, 

telehealth and urgent care services for non-

emergency conditions.  

WHY WE BUILT IT?
• Non-emergent ER visits are addressable by educating adults at high-risk of an avoidable ER visit on available 

support options from their employer and the use of urgent care clinics

TARGETED, RELEVANT OUTREACH TO AT-                      
RISK INDIVIDUALS
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• Emergency Room visits are an addressable 

high cost area for employers

• Twenty-three percent of ER visits are 

avoidable with the leading reasons being: 

1) the doctor’s office was not open when a 

person wanted to see a doctor and 2) lack 

of access to other providers in their area 

(Source: CDC)

• Utilizing the right healthcare delivery options 

for non-emergency conditions can lead to 

reduction in healthcare costs for both the 

employee and the employer

HOW DOES IT WORK?
• Castlight segments adults at high risk of an avoidable ER visit in the Adult ER Prevention opportunity

- Targeting is based on predictions from claims, member search and demographic data

• Castlight delivers personalized recommendations that educate adults who are at high-risk of an avoidable ER 

visit about convenient and low cost options for non-emergency care (e.g. utilizing advice nurses, onsite clinics, 

telehealth and urgent care services)

TARGETED, RELEVANT OUTREACH TO AT-                      
RISK INDIVIDUALS
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Urgent Care Search and Decision Support Experience
SEARCH & PRICING   |  ADVANCED COST & QUALITY DECISION SUPPORT

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
• Supporting employees seeking information about urgent care options is critical towards enabling better     

healthcare decisions 

• Castlight is providing holistic support for Urgent Care in the application, including a comprehensive list of 

Urgent Care providers in a single search accessible through multiple search keywords and the Find Care 

tab, cost estimates for urgent care providers, the ability to target telehealth, promoted messages, and other 

featured search results to Urgent Care search and enhanced educational content on potential cost savings of 

Urgent Care

INTRODUCTION/SUMMARY
Search on Castlight is a fundamental feature that enables our users to easily, quickly and accurately research 

information and make healthcare decisions through accurate, relevant and personalized results.  Specifically, Castlight is 

adding functionality that will increase discoverability of urgent care providers, a high value and convenient care option 

for non-emergency situations that need to be taken care of on the same day.

Users are now able to search for and view Urgent Care providers through multiple different keywords, ensuring urgent 

care facilities are promoted to users searching for care, and also view Urgent Care providers through the Find Care 

page. Within the Urgent Care search results page, users will also see estimated prices for the urgent care services, 

educational content to support their decisions, as well as information about the provider.  Finally, employers that offer 

telehealth, onsite clinics, or other benefit programs relevant to same-day care will be able to promote those programs 

on Urgent Care search results.

WHY WE BUILT IT?
• Urgent care providers offer a convenient, 

high value option for employees that need 

immediate care for a non-emergency condition 

• Previously, employees viewed Urgent Care 

providers in the context of other search 

results or when they searched for the provider 

by name; enabling a broad search support 

through multiple keywords will increase 

discoverability of the urgent care option

• Further, the additional information provided 

about urgent care providers, such as hours 

of operation, as well as the educational 

content about urgent care, such as when 

to visit an urgent care provider versus the 

emergency room, support better healthcare 

decisions by employees
COMPREHENSIVE SEARCH RESULTS FOR URGENT 
CARE PROVIDERS
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
• Within the Castlight application, employees will see Urgent Care provider results when they

- Search for Urgent Care or similar keywords (such as walk-in clinic)

- Navigate to Urgent Care through the new Same Day menu option on the Find Care tab

• Once in an Urgent Care search, employees will see in-network urgent care providers, estimated out-of-pocket 

costs for a visit at each provider, educational content about urgent care visits and, where available, hours of 

operation and patient satisfaction ratings for the urgent care provider 

• For employers that offer telehealth, onsite clinics or other benefit programs relevant to same-day care, the 

employee will also see relevant programs promoted at the top of the search results 

EDUCATIONAL CONTENT TO SUPPORT BETTER 
DECISIONS AROUND WHERE TO SEEK CARE
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Search & Pricing Enhancements
SEARCH & PRICING   |  ADVANCED COST & QUALITY DECISION SUPPORT

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
• Supporting employees seeking information about urgent care options is critical towards enabling better 

healthcare decisions 

• Castlight made multiple enhancements to search results, which expanded pricing coverage, support for 

additional provider filters, and continued removal of certain irrelevant providers

INTRODUCTION/SUMMARY
Search on Castlight is a fundamental feature that enables our users to easily, quickly and accurately research 

information and make health decisions through accurate, relevant and personalized results. Castlight is enhancing 

search results through multiple enhancements, including an expansion of providers that will display prices for 

providers for employees with UnitedHealthcare plans, support for additional provider filters and specialties for 

employees with Anthem plans, and continued removal of certain irrelevant providers from search results for all 

customers.  Put together, these enhancements continue to enable Castlight to provide a best-in-class cost & quality 

decision support experience for employees.

WHY WE BUILT IT?
• Supporting a best-in-class search functionality for employees is critical to enabling employees to make better 

healthcare decisions

• Put together, these enhancements support employees with more information about their care decisions, 

including more providers with estimated prices and additional information about the providers such as 

certifications or awards 

HOW DOES IT WORK?
• For employees with United Healthcare plans, employees that search for providers within regions that 

previously had limited pricing coverage will see estimate price ranges for certain providers, which will provide 

directional guidance on the estimated price of a service or procedure

- This is an expansion of functionality introduced for employees on Cigna, Aetna, Anthem and Blue Cross Blue Shield plans in 
the first half of 2016

• For employees with Anthem plans, employees that search for providers will see additional filters, such 

as provider certifications, as well as the ability to search for specialty providers such as Durable Medical 

Equipment providers or Medical Groups

• Finally, all employees will see improved pricing search results through removal of certain irrelevant providers 

from the results
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Benefit Programs Search and Mobile Enhancements, 
Care Center Updates
BENEFIT PROGRAMS AND CARE CENTER  | SINGLE PLATFORM FOR               
HEALTH BENEFITS

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
• We have been continuously investing in making Castlight a single platform for health benefits, making it faster 

and easier for employees to understand and access their benefit programs

• Castlight made several enhancements to web and mobile that help users connect with the right programs and 

provide a more engaging experience. These include:

- Suggestions of relevant benefit programs offered by user’s employers when an employee is searching for care

- Addition of the benefit programs homepage card to mobile

- Addition of benefit program images to mobile

- Optimization of the Benefit Programs homepage card, the “call to action” button text and the Care Team set-up 
homepage card

INTRODUCTION/SUMMARY
To make better healthcare decisions, employees need a simple way to understand and access their benefits. We 

introduced Care Center and Benefit Programs to the platform in April, where customers can promote the health 

benefits they offer their employees. Now we are making it even faster and easier for employees to connect with the 

right benefit programs.

WHY WE BUILT IT?
• Employees are making healthcare decisions 

using our platform on a daily basis, and 

identifying the right benefit program is an 

important component of these decisions

• This will improve program awareness and 

drive utilization of the right programs, 

thereby increasing the value of customers’ 

existing investments

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Benefit Programs Search

• On both web and mobile, in the search auto-

suggest box, employees will see suggested 

benefit programs that are relevant to their 

search term
RELEVANT BENEFIT PROGRAMS ARE SUGGESTED 
WHEN EMPLOYEE SEARCHES ON CASTLIGHT
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• In search auto-suggest, when there is one 

or more matching benefit programs, the 

program(s) will be listed as the last category 

under the label “Benefit Programs”

• In search auto-suggest, clicking on a benefit 

program name will take you to the Benefit 

Programs section in Care Center

• Programs are targeted based on the specific 

insurance plan that the employee is on. 

In other words, the employee will not see 

programs that are not available to their 

insurance plan

Benefit Programs homepage card and images in 

mobile

• Similar to web, employees will now see the 

new benefit programs homepage card in 

mobile. It appears after the past care card 

and before the Care Team card. Benefit 

programs will be promoted in a carousel. 

The benefit programs displayed are directly 

pulled from the programs captured in Care 

Center

• If the customer has…

- More than 5 programs in Care Center: 5 program cards will appear in the carousel. Of the customer’s programs listed 
in Care Center, Castlight will select and promote the 5 programs that are the most applicable to a general employee 
population and are the least likely to be known. This selection is not customizable by the customer 

- 5,4,3 or 2 benefit programs in Care Center: All of the programs in Care Center will appear in the carousel. An extra 
card will prompt the employee to “Learn more about benefit programs from (employer)”. Clicking on this will take the 
employee to Benefit Programs in Care Center

- Only one program in Care Center: The benefit programs homepage card will not be shown

• Programs will appear in the carousel in a random order each time the employee logs in

• Similar to Care Center, each program card includes an image, the name of the program, and the program type. 

Clicking on a program will take the employee to its listing in Care Center

• Below the carousel there will be a link for “all benefit programs,” which will take the employee to Benefit 

Programs in Care Center

Optimization of Benefit Programs and Care Team setup

• Castlight will be conducting A/B testing for Benefit Program and Care Center Homepage cards, with 5 different 

headlines for Benefit Programs, 4 different designs for the Care Team set-up card, and 10 different words/

phrases for the Benefit Program “call to action” button to allow for continued optimization of the Castlight 

platform. Most users will see something new in each of these areas. They will have the same experience each 

time they log into Castlight

MOBILE HOME PAGE WITH NEW BENEFIT      
PROGRAM CARD
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Android Fingerprint Login
MOBILE  |  CONSUMER APPROACH TO ENGAGEMENT

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
• Castlight now offers fingerprint login support for Android devices. Employees with Android phones will be able 

to sign in using their fingerprint rather than a username and password

INTRODUCTION/SUMMARY
Castlight is continuously investing in helping employees make better healthcare decisions, and mobile is a critical 

component of reaching employees during their moments of need. Fingerprint login is already possible for iOS users, 

and we are excited to bring this functionality to Android devices. Fingerprint login eliminates the need to enter a 

username and password, making it even faster and easier for users to access Castlight on their mobile device.

WHY WE BUILT IT?
• Devices that support fingerprint 

authentication are reaching critical mass in 

the market. We have seen an increased rate 

of Castlight logins among employees with 

these devices vs. those who have to log in 

with a username and password 

• Increasing engagement with Castlight 

on mobile helps employees make better 

healthcare decisions while they are on the go 

and during their moments of need

HOW DOES IT WORK?
• If the employee has a version of Android 

and a device that supports Fingerprint 

Authentication, on their first login after 

upgrading to the September Android 

Castlight app release (version 3.6), he/she 

will be prompted to turn on Fingerprint 

Authentication  

• We inform the employee that they can always turn this off or on from the settings page

• Employees will also be prompted to turn on Fingerprint Authentication after registering using the Android app

ANDOIRD SUPPORT FOR FINGERPRINT LOGIN ON 
CASTLIGHT MOBILE
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Rewards Engagement Enhancements
REWARDS  |   CONSUMER APPROACH TO ENGAGEMENT

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
• Castlight Rewards enables customers to incentivize employees for high value actions on the Castlight platform

• Castlight offers two new features that connect employees with their Rewards program. These include a card on 

the employee’s Home Page that summarizes pending and recently earned rewards, as well as an improved user 

experience for the “View Castlight Tutorial” rewardable action on web, which can be completed by watching the 

Castlight video tutorial

INTRODUCTION/SUMMARY
Castlight’s Rewards feature motivates employees to make better healthcare decisions by driving awareness and 

utilization of the Castlight health benefits platform. Employees, spouses and adult dependents can get points 

for performing activities on our platform, such as registering for Castlight, searching for care or connecting with   

health benefits.

Specifically, Rewards provides employers the ability to configure and enable incentives for activities, including: 

registration, search, viewing plan information, viewing past care, viewing recommendations, adding a provider 

to a Care Team, viewing Benefit Programs in Care Center, clicking on insurance cards in Care Center, clicking 

on the Try Me button in Care Center, viewing educational content, submitting a provider review and opening a                 

targeted message. 

Further, Rewards provides the employee a single 

location to manage and track their rewards, 

including completed activities, outstanding 

activities and Frequently Asked Questions that 

are configured by the employer. Additionally, 

in this release, employee functionality is added 

that includes an enhanced “View Castlight” 

rewardable action on web, as well as new recently 

earned rewards card on the Home Page to 

highlight pending and recently earned rewards. 

WHY WE BUILT IT?
• The new home page card was added to 

increase user awareness of Rewards 

programs, as well as to ensure users see 

confirmation of earned rewards upon 

completion

• The “View Castlight Tutorial” rewardable 

action was updated to ensure the process for 

completing this activity is clearly explained 

within Castlight 

HOME PAGE CARD HIGHLIGHTS EMPLOYEE’S 
PENDING AND RECENTLY EARNED REWARDS ON 
MOBILE
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
• All users whose employers have enabled an 

active rewards program will see the Recently 

Earned Rewards Card on the Home Page, 

which highlights pending and recently earned 

rewards from the home page

• When users with an active rewards program 

access the web platform, they may have 

access to an enhanced “View Castlight 

Tutorial” rewardable action, which can be 

completed by watching the Castlight video 

tutorial

HOME PAGE CARD HIGHLIGHTS EMPLOYEE’S 
PENDING AND RECENTLY EARNED REWARDS ON 
WEB 

Our mission is to empower people to make the best choices for their health and to help companies make the most of their health benefits. We offer a health benefits 
platform that engages employees to make better healthcare decisions and can guide them to the right program, care, and provider. The platform also enables benefit 
leaders to communicate and measure their programs while driving employee engagement with targeted, relevant communications. Castlight has partnered with 
enterprise customers, spanning millions of lives, to improve healthcare outcomes, lower costs, and increase benefits satisfaction. 

For more information, visit www.castlighthealth.com and connect with us on Twitter and LinkedIn and Facebook.


